In 1951, S. N. Mergeljan [l] proved that there exists a bounded holomorphic function f for which (1) ff |/'(*)|d5= 00.
An obvious geometric interpretation of (1) is that the length lif) of the image of the circle | z\ =r grows so rapidly, as r-*l, that /(r) is not an integrable function of r.
An alternate geometric interpretation of (1) We begin with the function (on-3")/(l -anzn), where 2_1/n<o<l. We write a"=a and z"=f, and we observe that for 0<p<a, the maximum and minimum values of | (a -f)/(l -af)| on the circle |f| =p are
whose 2n points of maximum and minimum modulus on the circle \z\ =r separate each other, maps that circle onto a curve of length greater than 2«-2r»(l -a2")/(l -a2nr2n) (0 < r < a).
The integral of this quantity, taken over the interval 3~lln<r<a, is greater than Ai«(l -a) | log «(1 -a) \, where Ai is a constant independent of a and n. We now consider the Blaschke product e discard everything except the portion over (0, a1'2). We may then replace the algebraic factors by a constant, and the quantity to be determined is greater than If «*-*«> fast enough, then/ again has the desired properties.
